Central Retinal Artery Occlusion Following Central Retinal Vein Occlusion- A Case Report
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Abstract

A 73-year-old gentleman with diabetes mellitus was found to have impending central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO), on routine eye check-up. Despite initiation of anti-platelet agent, he developed ischaemic CRVO two months later, with severe macula oedema. His systemic investigations showed good diabetic control, no blood dyscrasia/ hypercoagulable state, normal lipid profile and inflammatory markers. Echocardiogram was normal. A month later, arteriolar attenuation was noted with rubeosis irides, and fluorescein angiogram study confirmed central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO). After ruling out the systemic risk factors, we postulate two possible anatomical related pato-mechanism of CRAO following CRVO: 1, CRVO converts the retinal circulation into a closed loop, results in complete hemodynamic block of the retinal circulation, and hence secondary CRAO; 2, swollen retinal nerve fibres at the optic nerve head secondary to CRVO cause compression to the retinal artery at the level of the lamina cribrosa, this compression is further aggravated by the increased in intraocular pressure (IOP), and hence secondary CRAO.
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Introduction

Combined central retinal vein and artery occlusion in one eye is a rare entity [1]. The reported cases were attributable to the reduction of the retinal artery and venous blood flow secondary to the underlying systemic risk factors, i.e., arteriosclerosis, hypertension, coagulation disturbances, mechanical vessels compression etc. The fundus changes of combined CRVO-CRAO are not easily distinguishable compared to isolated CRVO and CRAO. Most of the cases of combined CRVO and CRAO were assumed to occur either simultaneously or within a very short interval [1]. The pathophysiology of the disease is still not well-defined. In this case report, we are trying to illustrate a case of CRVO followed by CRAO with sequential fundus photo, and to describe the pathophysiology based on the anatomical basic.

Case Report

A 73 year-old Indian gentleman with newly diagnosed diabetes mellitus came for diabetic eye screening and follow-up of primary open angle glaucoma. He is pseudophakic with visual acuity of 6/6, N6 on the right eye and 6/9, N8 on the left eye with mild cataract. He galacuoma was well- controlled on topical beta-blocker for both eyes. On examination, there was venous tortuosity and dilatation on the right eye with some retinal haemorrhages, raising the suspicion of impending CRVO (Figure 1). Aspirin 75 mg daily was started and systemic investigation for diabetic control, dyslipidaemia were performed. A month later, he came again with reduced vision of 6/36 in the right eye. There was no relative afferent pupillary defect and anterior segment examination was normal. Funduscopy showed flame-shaped haemorrhages in all four quadrants, with mild macula oedema and swollen optic disc on the right eye. The veins were tortuous and dilated, which confirmed the diagnosis of non-ischaemic CRVO (Figure 2).

Investigations revealed good diabetic control and normal lipid and renal profiles. However, his blood pressure (BP) was persistently elevated, hence referral to physician for BP optimization was done. A month later, his vision further deteriorated to counting finger with positive RAPD. There was rubeosis irides with open angle. Arteriolar attenuation was noted at all retinal quadrants and the macula was severely oedematous (Figure 3). Delayed arterial filling on fluorescein angiography study confirmed the diagnosis of CRAO, with macula ischaemia. An antiglaucoma was started for the affected eye. Panretinal photocoagulation was initiated and delivered to all retinal quadrants at weekly interval. He also received monthly intravitreal injection of ranibizumab to improve the macula oedema.

Echocardiography, electrocardiogram and carotid Doppler studies were all normal. The inflammatory markers was also normal and connective tissue screen was negative. On subsequent follow-up,
the retinal haemorrhages and rubeosis irides had receded with laser treatment. His irido-corneal angle remained open, and IOP was in good control with two topical antiglaucoma. Despite eventual restoration of foveal architecture with intravitreal injection, his vision remained at 2/60 because of macula ischaemia. His retina was quiescent at the last follow-up (Figure 4), and his systemic co-morbidities were well-optimized.

Discussion

The fundus changes of combined CRVO-CRAO are distinguishable from isolated CRVO and CRAO. The clinical differentiation of isolated CRVO and CRAO is well established. The visual loss in CRVO patient is usually of slow progression and may range from a slight decrease in vision to profound visual loss, which is attributed by macula oedema and/or ischaemia. The typical fundus changes include hyperaemic swollen disc with blurred disc margin, dilated and tortuous retinal vein, and superficial retinal haemorrhages over the entire retina as seen in our patient.

CRAO is always associated with sudden loss of vision with pale retina and macula cherry red spot [1,2]. Our patient was diagnosed with POAG, diabetes mellitus and systemic hypertension which are all recognisable risk factors for the development of CRVO [3]. He developed RE CRVO followed by RE CRAO a month later. It was difficult to appreciate the pale grey-white retina and cherry red spot in our case as they were obscured by the extensive haemorrhagic retinopathy. However the diagnosis of CRAO following CRVO is aided by the sequential fundus photos which showed evidence of progressive narrowing of the central retinal artery. In isolated cases of CRAO, the arteriolar calibre is normal. The retinal arteries were ultimately obliterated which clinically seen as white cord. FFA revealing delayed arterial filling time which further supports the diagnosis of combined CRVO-CRAO entity [4].

There are two possible anatomical related patho-mechanism which leads to the development of the CRAO following the initial CRVO. Fujino et al. [5] concludes that in CRVO patient, the sudden rise in intravenous pressure might transfer the pressure through the capillary bed to the retinal artery and hence impairs the retinal artery filling. This pathophysiology is very similar to that described by Hayreh et al. [6], in CRVO associated cilioretinal artery occlusion (CLRRAO), the sudden rise in intraluminal pressure in retinal capillary bed secondary to CRVO above the level of that of the cilioretinal artery leads to transient hemodynamic blockage of the cilioretinal artery. This explained that in cases of CRVO, if there is no collaterals available anterior to the site of occlusion, it converts the retinal circulation into a closed loop, results in complete hemodynamic block of the retinal circulation, and hence secondary CRAO.

The optic nerve head anatomy may contribute to the pathogenesis of CRVO [7]. The optic nerve head is the site where the retinal nerve fibre layer, the central retinal vein and artery enter or exit the eye through the confined space of the lamina cribrosa. At the level of the lamina cribrosa, the optic nerve head is surrounded by a nonelastic scleral ring. In order to pass through this opening, the myelinated optic nerve needs to lose its myelin sheath at this point. The “bottleneck” area of vascular tissue and nerve at this crucial anatomical point is similar to the carpal tunnel syndrome, in which increased in pressure at this confined space results in compression syndrome that lead to tissue ischemia and dysfunction [7]. In our case, the optic nerve head was severely swollen after the CRVO and the swelling if retinal nerve fibre may cause compression to the retinal artery at the level of the lamina cribrosa, explaining the development of CRAO a few weeks after vein occlusion.

Figure 2: Swollen OD with blurred disc margin, flame shape haemorrhages surrounding the OD with extensive intra-retinal dot and bot haemorrhages suggestive of CRVO.

Figure 3: Arrow showing progressively narrowing retina artery.

Figure 4: Arrows showing totally obliterated arterial arteries, pale OD with well-defined disc margin, pan-retinal photocoagulation laser marks, and resolved intra-retinal hemorrhages.
occlusion. Furthermore, increased intraocular pressure (IOP) up to 28 mmHg also play an important role, as any increase in IOP may cause further compression to the retinal artery against the swollen optic nerve and the nonelastic scleral ring at the level of the lamina cribrosa.

The above two postulated theories explained the possibility of anatomical related mechanical cause of CRAO following CRVO. The usual systemic factor predisposing to retinal vascular disease includes hypercoagulable state, blood dyscrasia, thrombo-embolism from the internal carotid artery, hypertension, diabetes mellitus and dyslipidaemia.

Combined CRVO-CRAO entity typically has a poor visual outcome and tends to develop complications like rubeosis iridis and neovascular glaucoma [2]. Aggressive panretinal photocoagulation was performed in this patient, with subsequent six injections of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor. Although visual acuity improvement was minimal due to macula ischaemia, painful blind eye secondary to neovascular glaucoma was prevented (Figures 5,6).

Conclusion
Central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) may be a devastating sequelae of central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO). The anatomical relationship between the retinal arteries and veins play an important role is describing the patho-mechanism of development of CRAO following CRVO. Although prognosis of visual acuity is not good, aggressive management is mandatory to prevent painful rubeotic glaucoma.
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